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Abstract. Knowledge-Based Systems aim to reason and solve complex
problems with a knowledge base, i.e. facts and rules. The reasoning pro-
cess can be based on approximate reasoning. It allows deducing new facts
from imprecise information. In this work, we focus on dealing with unbal-
anced linguistic terms in the multi-valued logic context. In this paper, we
introduce a new method for approximate reasoning within unbalanced
terms. This approach is based on a Generalized Modus Ponens model
using Generalized Symbolic Modifiers. Moreover, we implement a tool
for autism diagnosis based on the KBS RAMOLI with our inference
engine.

Keywords: Unbalanced Multi-Sets, Approximate reasoning, General-
ized Modus Ponens, Generalized Symbolic Modifiers, Autisme diagnosis

1 Introduction

In Artificial Intelligence, an important field is to develop machines with the
human-like ability to reason with linguistic terms. Knowledge representation by
computers must consider the fact that the information used in human thinking
is often imprecise.

Zadeh proposed the fuzzy sets [1] to deal with the complexity of this represen-
tation based on fuzzy logic. Thereafter, De Glas introduced, in the multi-valued
logic context, the multi-sets representation model [2, 3].

These two logics propose modeling membership degrees with words in the
reasoning process. These words correspond to linguistic variables that take their
values in a set of linguistic terms [4]. Each linguistic variable is associated to
adverbs qualifying the belief degree of the veracity of a proposition.

In most Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS), the manipulated multi-sets in-
clude terms that are uniformly and symmetrically distributed (Fig. 1).
? Corresponding Author.



Fig. 1. Uniform Multi-set of 7 Linguistic Terms

Nevertheless, in other cases, linguistic information is represented with terms
neither uniformly nor symmetrically distributed (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Unbalanced Multi-set of 7 Linguistic Terms

KBSs include an inference process that can be based on approximate rea-
soning. It deduces meaningful outputs from imprecise inputs by means of the
Generalized Modus Ponens (GMP) model.

In this work, we introduce an adaptation of the GMP model proposed in
[5–7] to infer within unbalanced multi-sets. It is based on Generalized Symbolic
Modifiers (GSM).

In the context of multi-valued logic, Bel Haj Kacem et al. [8] proposed a KBS
designed for uniform multi-sets, namedRAMOLI. We implement a new version
that takes into account unbalanced multi-sets, named ARUMS (Approximate
Reasoning within Unbalanced Multi-Sets). This tool integrates our inference
model considering unbalanced mlti-sets. We test our proposal to autism diagnos-
tis based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
5 [9].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts of
multi-valued logic, Generalized Symbolic Modifiers, and the unbalanced multi-
sets. Then, we present existing works treating the approximate reasoning in the
multi-valued logic context in section 3. In section 4, we propose our GMP model
dealing with unbalanced multi-sets. The section 5 presents the tests results for
autism diagnosis.

2 Preliminaries

Multi-valued logic is based on De Glas’s theory [2]. In this approach, each linguis-
tic variable is represented by an ordered and finite list of M linguistic symbols.
They constitute a multi-set denoted by [2, 10]:

LM = {τ0, τ1, ..., τM−1};M ∈ N∗\{1} (1)



τi is the membership degree to the multi-set LM with i ∈ [0,M − 1]. The
membership relation in multi-valued logic is partial:

x ∈α A⇔ x belongs to A at a degree α (2)

It should be noted that symbolic degrees are connected only by the total order
relation ≤ defined by [3]:

τα ≤ τβ ⇔ α ≤ β; ∀ α and β ∈ [0,M − 1] (3)

Each degree τi of LM is assimilated to a linguistic term corresponding to the
precision degree of a proposition. It is a qualifier ϑα that express the imprecision
of a predicate.

x is ϑα A ⇐⇒ (x is ϑα A) is true
⇐⇒ (x is A) is τα true (4)

For example saying that the communication is little impaired means that the
communication satisfies the predicate impaired with the degree τ1 (Fig.3).

Fig. 3. Uniform Multi-set of 5 truth-degrees

The authors in [11] associate a numerical intensity level prop(τi) to each lin-
guistic degree τi. It is understood as a proportion associated with τi: prop(τi) =
i

M−1 ; with M the size of the multi-set.
For the previous example the communication is little impaired means that

the communication is considered by 25% ( 1
4 = prop(τ1)) of asked persons as

impaired.
In multi-valued context, the authors in [11–13] believe that any multi-valued

symbol can be considered as a modification of another multi-valued symbol. A
modifier allows to build a new term from an initial one, or to compare two values
by finding out the modification that transforms from one to the other.

The membership relation corresponds to a symbolic degree τi from a multi-set
LM represented with [0-1] scale. Thus, the data modification is the transforma-
tion of the degree, the scale of the multi-set or the both. Indeed, some modifiers
preserve the same multi-set but change the membership degree. Others erode or
expand the multi-set. Akdag et al. [11, 12] proposed symbolic linguistic modi-
fiers. They were generalized and formalized in [13, 14] as Generalized Symbolic
Modifiers (GSM). Considering that the modifier is denoted by m, the result of
applying m to τi is τi′ : m(τi) = τi′ .

These modifiers are classified as:



– The weakening modifiers lead to the proportion decrease, i.e. prop(τi′) <
prop(τi). The four weakening modifiers defined in [13] are EWρ, DWρ, DW ′ρ
and CWρ.

– The reinforcing modifiers involve the proportion increase, i.e. prop(τi′) >
prop(τi). The four reinforcing modifiers proposed in [13] are ERρ, DRρ, DR′ρ
and CRρ.

– The central modifiers preserve the proportion prop(τi) unchanged. Such
modifiers act as a zoom on the base. The four central modifiers presented
in [13] are ECρ, EC ′ρ, DCρ and DC ′ρ. The authors in [5] proposed another
central modifier denoted by CC that conserves both the degree and the
multi-set unchanged.

Kacem et al. [7] proposed a tool to aggregate modifiers. It takes into account
the modifier mode, i.e. reinforcing or weakening. The authors introduce two
operators:

– The M-norm AT for modifiers conjunction based on T-norm.
– The M-conorm AS based on a T-conorm for modifiers disjunction.

The authors consider three cases:

– Aggregation with CC,
– Aggregation of two modifiers of the same type,
– Aggregation of two dual modifiers.

In their proposition only the modifiers CC, CW and CR are used. Tables 1
and 2 summarize the aggregation results for modifiers conjunction and disjunc-
tion respectively.

Table 1. Aggregation results by AT [7]

AT CC CRα CWα

CC CC CC CWα

CRβ - CRγ , τγ = T (τα, τβ) CWα

CWβ - - CWγ , τγ = ¬T (¬τα,¬τβ)

Table 2. Aggregation results by AS [7]

AS CC CRα CWα

CC CC CRα CC
CRβ - CRγ , τγ = S(τα, τβ) CRβ
CWβ - - CWγ , τγ = ¬S(¬τα,¬τβ)

We recall that computing with words is an important issue in many domains
dealing with imperfect data. In fact, researchers may describe their knowledge



with linguistic terms. Linguistic term sets are usually assumed to be uniformly
distributed. The position of a term τi is i

M−1 , which is its proportion. The
distance between each pair of successive terms is the same, i.e. 1

M−1 with M the
number of terms in the set.

Nevertheless, in some cases, a particular sub-domain may be more informa-
tive than the remaining reference domain. Thus, the density of terms in this
sub-domain is greater then in the others.

These linguistic term sets are not uniformly and symmetrically distributed.
They are named unbalanced sets. Some authors [15–20] proposed examples from
real life using these sets. Truck [21] indicates that such sets "are commonly used
to describe erratic phenomenons and irregular progression in the patterns such
as weather events or behavior under the influence of alcohol". Xia and Xu [22]
give the example of diminishing marginal utility in economics. They indicate
that the investment of a same amount is different if the company has a bad
performance or a good one. In this case, we need more precise bad information
than good one. Hence, the gap between the grades expressing bad information
are smaller than the one between the grades expressing good information.

In our work, we deal with unbalanced terms set in the context of multi-valued
logic. This multi-set is defined as: LM = {τ0, τ1, ..., τ(M−1)};M ∈ N∗\{1}; with
M its cardinality.

Each term τi represents a possible value for a linguistic variable. It is defined
by its position π(τi) (Figure 4-a):

π : LM → [0, 1]

This function represents the distribution of the terms τi using real values
between 0 and 1.

These terms are not necessarily symmetrically distributed or equidistant from
each others, i.e. ∆(τi, τi+1) are not equal for all i ∈ [0,M − 1] (Figure 4-b):

∆ : LM × LM → [0, 1]
∆(τi, τj) = π(τj)− π(τi)

(a) Terms position

(b) Distances between terms

Fig. 4. Terms Definitions



In this paper, we propose an inference model for approximate reasoning
within unbalanced multi-sets. This model is implemented in a tool for autism
diagnosis.

3 Approximate Reasoning with Multi-Valued Logic

KBSs are able to perform reasoning without any exact measurement. Zadeh
[4,23–25] has introduced, in the fuzzy logic context, the concept of approximate
reasoning. It allows inference with imprecise inputs to obtain meaningful outputs
based on the Generalized Modus Ponens (GMP). GMP is an extension of the
classic Modus Ponens for exact reasoning where new facts are obtained only
when the observation and the rule premise are equal.

The schema of GMP in the multi-valued logic context is the following:
If (X is A) then (Y is B)
(X is A′)

(Y is B′)
With:

– A is the rule premise predicate;
– A′ is the observation predicate;
– B is the rule conclusion predicate;
– B′ is the inferred conclusion predi-

cate;

– A
′ is approximately equal to A;

– B
′ is approximately equal to B;

– A, A′ , B and B
′ are represented

by multi-sets LMA
, LMA′ , LMB

and
LMB′ respectively.

A KBS leads to deduce new knowledge from the facts and rules existing in
its knowledge base. Thus, new facts are obtained from ones that are approxi-
mately similar to the rule premise. The similarity between the premise and the
observation allows determining the conclusion belief degree.

The approximate reasoning is composed of two steps. The first one aims to
find out which modification the premise undergoes to obtain the observation.
While, the second concerns the deduction of the inferred conclusion. Its mem-
bership degree depends on the rule conclusion degree and the relation between
the premise and the observation.

The GMP model previously presented includes a free rule as its premise and
its conclusion are completely true. While in the general case truth degrees are
associated with the premise and the conclusion. The observation is represented
by the same multi-set as the premise but with a different membership degree.
These rules are named strong rules. Khoukhi [26] proposed a GMP with these
rules as follows:

If (X is ϑαA) then (Y is ϑβB)
(X is ϑγA)

(Y is ϑλB)



ϑα, ϑβ , ϑγ , and ϑλ are linguistic qualifiers associated with the degrees τα,
τβ , τγ and τλ respectively (Eq.4).

The weakness of this type of reasoning is that it is concerned only with the
degree of similarity between A and A′, i.e. the modification undergone by the
premise to obtain the observation. However, the type of the modification is not
considerated.

In fuzzy logic context, Bouchon-Meunier [27] introduced a model of approxi-
mate reasoning based on linguistic modifiers. These later evaluate the similarity
between the premise and the observation. The corresponding inference diagram
adapted to the multi-valued logic context is the following:

If (X is ταA) then (Y is τβB)
(X is m(ταA))

(Y is m′(τβB))
With m and m′ are linguistic modifiers.
Hence, deducing the inferred conclusion implies determining the modifier m′.

It is obtained from the modifier m and the causality between the observation
and the premise.

In the context of multi-valued logic, Bel Haj Kacem et al. [5–7] proposed an
extended GMP model with GSM. The authors consider that the modifiersm and
m′ are equal. They suggested determining the modifier m by the means of the
det_mod algorithm [6]. The modifier can be: CR, CW, ER, DW, CC [5,13] or
the composition of two of them. Its identification depends on the granularities of
the premise and the observation multi-sets (MA andMA′) and the truth degrees
τα and τγ such that m(ταA) = τγA

′ .
The rule used in the previous GMP is called simple rule as the premise

includes only one proposition. In the literature, the general case is the complex
rule whose premise is a conjunction or a disjunction of propositions. The GMP
with complex rules is as follows:

If (X1 is τα1A1) op (X2 is τα2A2) ... op (Xn is ταn
An) Then (Y is τβB)

(X1 is τγ1A1) op (X2 is τγ2A2) ... op (Xn is τγn
An)

(Y is τλB)
With:

– op is one of the logical operators and, or or;
– A1,A2, ..., An are the premise and observation predicates;
– n is the number of elements in the rule premise.

The inference engine aims to deduce the inferred conclusion τλB. It corre-
sponds to m(τβB). The modifier m is the aggregation of the modifiers mi [7].
Each modifier mi transforms an element of the premise (Xi is ταiAi) to an
element of the observation (Xi is τγiAi).



4 Approximate Reasoning within Unbalanced Multi-sets

Our aim in this paper is to extend the model proposed by Bel Haj Kacem et
al. [5–7] to consider unbalanced multi-sets. To achieve this purpose, we use our
algorithms for the representation of unbalanced multi-sets [28].

The first algorithm, named UnbalancedToUniform, allows to express an
unbalanced term τpos, of a multi-set LM , within a new uniform multi-set LM ′ .
This algorithm gives us the ability to use existing tools initially designed for
uniform terms as aggregation tools and modifiers.

Each term τk of LM can be represented within a specific uniform multi-set
LMK

. Hence, the granularity M ′ of the uniform multi-set, used to represent all
unbalanced terms, equals the LCM of these sets granularity, i.e MK .

The inputs of this algorithm are the M terms of the unbalanced set LM ,
the normalized distances between each pair of successive terms ∆(τi, τi+1), and
the pair (τpos, α) with α a proportion error. α is a numerical value representing
a symbolic translation associated with the term τpos. If α is positive, it is a
reinforcement of τpos, otherwise it is a weakening. A pair (τ ′γpos

, LM ′) is given as
the algorithm output. It corresponds to (τpos, α) in LM ′ .

The second algorithm, named UniformToUnbalanced, aims to represent a
uniform term τ

′

i from LM ′ with a term τpos from an unbalanced set LM . It tends
to identify the term τpos whose position is the closest to π(τ ′i ), with τ

′

i ∈ LM ′ .
τpos is specified by comparing the position of τ ′i with the sum of the distances
∆(τi, τi+1) for all τi ∈ LM .

This algorithm inputs are the position of τ ′i , i.e. π(τ ′i ), the M terms of the
unbalanced multi-set LM and the normalized distances ∆(τi, τi+1) between each
pairs of successive terms. As output, we obtain the pair (τpos, α), τpos ∈ LM
and α the proportion error. α exists when no term τi corresponds to the exact
position of τi′ .

In this paper we treat complex strong rule using the following GMP model:
If (X1 is τα1A1) op (X2 is τα2A2) ... op (Xn is ταnAn) then (Y is τβB)
(X1 is τγ1A

′

1) op (X2 is τγ2A
′

2) ... op (Xn is τγn
A
′

n)

(Y is τλB′)
With:

– op is one of the logical operators and, or or.
– A1, A2, ..., An are predicates representing the premise
– A

′

1, A
′

2, ..., A
′

n are predicates representing the observation
– Ai and A

′

i are semantically equivalent(i ∈ {1,..n})
– B and B′ are the predicates representing the conclusion. They are semanti-

cally equivalent
– The unbalanced multi-sets LMAi

(i ∈ {1,..n}) (resp. LMB
) and LM

A
′
i

(i ∈
{1,..n}) (resp. LM

B
′ ) do not have necessarily the same granularity and terms

distribution
– τγi = mi(ταi) (i ∈ {1,..n}); τλ = m(τβ) with mi and m are GSM



We tend to deduce the inferred conclusion τλ. Our inference process is as
follows:

– Transform unbalanced terms ταi , τβ and τγi from the multi-sets LMAi
, LMB

and LM
A
′
i

respectively into the uniform pairs (τα′
i
, LM ′

Ai

), (τβ′ ,LM ′
B
) and

(τγ′
i
,LM ′

A
′
i

) with the UnbanlancedToUniform algorithm [28].

– Express all uniform terms within LM ′′ such as:

M
′′ = 1+LCM(M ′A1

−1, ..,M ′An
−1,M ′A′1−1, ..,M ′A′n−1,M ′B−1,M ′B′−1)

• τα′′
i

= DC M
′′−1

M′
Ai
−1

(τα′
i
)

• τγ′′
i

= DC M
′′−1

M′
A′

i

−1

(τγ′
i
)

• τβ′′ = DCM
′′−1

M′
B
−1

(τβ′)

– Deduce the modifiers mi: mi = det_mod((τα′′
i
, LM ′′ ), (τγ′′

i
, LM ′′ ))

– Aggregate the modifiers mi to determine the modifier m [7].
– Apply the modifier m to the rule uniform normalized conclusion τβ′′ :
τλ′′ = m(τβ′′ )

– Express the inferred conclusion by means of the uniform multi-set LM ′
B′
:

τλ′ = EC M
′′−1

M′
B′
−1

(τλ′′ )

– Represent the uniform inferred conclusion τλ′ on the unbalanced multi-set
LMB′ by means of the UniformToUnbalanced algorithm [28].

To illustrate our method, we consider the context of autism diagnosis. The
GMP schema in the multi-valued logic context is as follows:

If (social interaction is mildly altered) and (stereotyped character is mildly
present)

Then (child is mildly autistic)
(social interaction is severely altered) and (stereotyped character is mod-

erately present)

(child is ϑλ autistic)
We aim to determine the inferred conclusion τλautistic corresponding to ϑλ.
The linguistic variable present indicates the degree of presence of an autism

symptom. Some characters are altered for autistic child, they are represented
within the linguistic variable impaired. The multi-set used to express these lin-
guistic variables are: L7={not at all, very mildly, mildly, mildly to moderately,
moderately, moderately to severely, severely} (Fig 2).

The linguistic variable autistic indicates the severity of the child affection by
autism. The terms are the same as proposed in CARS: L4 = {not at all, mildly,
moderately, severely } (Fig 5). In CARS [29], it is indicated that:

– A score below 30 does not allow a diagnosis of autism;



– Results between 30 and 37 represent a diagnosis of autism from mild to
moderate;

– A score above 37 means a diagnosis of severe autism.

Fig. 5. Representation of Autistic Multi-set

We apply the UnbanlancedToUniform algorithm [28] to the unbalanced
terms sets L7 and L4. The granularities of the uniform multi-sets are:

M
′ = 1 + LCM(9− 1, 9− 1, 9− 1, 5− 1, 5− 1) = 9.

M
′

au = 1 + LCM(4− 1, 7− 1, 3− 1) = 7.

Hence, the GMP model with uniform multi-sets is as follows:

If (social interaction is (τ ′2, L9)) and (stereotyped character is (τ ′2, L9))
Then (child is (τ ′2, L7))

(social interaction is (τ ′8, L9)) and (stereotyped character is (τ ′4, L9))

(child is (τ ′λ, L7))

The granularity of the normalized multi-set is:

M
′′ = 1 + LCM(9− 1, 9− 1, 7− 1) = 25

To represent the terms within the normalized multi-set. Normally, we apply
the modifier DC M

′′−1
M′

Ai
−1

to every term of the GMP:

– τα′′1
= DC 25−1

9−1
(τ ′2) = DC3(τ ′2) = τ

′′

6

– τα′′2
= DC 25−1

9−1
(τ ′2) = DC3(τ ′2) = τ

′′

6

– τβ′′ = DC 25−1
7−1

(τ ′2) = DC4(τ ′2) = τ
′′

8

– τγ′′1
= DC 25−1

9−1
(τ ′8) = DC3(τ ′8) = τ

′′

24

– τγ′′2
= DC 25−1

9−1
(τ ′4) = DC3(τ ′4) = τ

′′

12

Afterwards, we determine the modifiers mi that allows transforming each
element of the premise:

m1 = det_mod((τ ′′6 , L25), (τ ′′24, L25)) = CR18
m2 = det_mod((τ ′′6 , L25), (τ ′′12, L25)) = CR6
These modifiers are aggregated as follows: AT (CR18, CR6) = CR0

We use this modifier with the rule conclusion: τλ′′ = CR0(τ ′′8 ) = τ
′′

2

This term is represented in the normalized uniform set L25. To transform
it into the initial unbalanced multi-set L4, we should first express it into the
uniform multi-set, in this case L7: τλ′ = EC 25−1

7−1
(τ ′′8 ) = EC4(τ ′′8 ) = τ

′

2



The last step consists in finding the closest matching term back in L4. We use
for that the UniformToUnbalanced algorithm proposed in [28]. The position
of this term is the same of τ1 in L4. Thus, the inferred conclusion is the child is
mildly autistic.

5 Autism Diagnosis

We implement the tool ARUMS (Approximate Reasoning within Unbalanced
Multi-Sets) to take into account unbalanced multi-sets. It is based on the KBS
designed for uniform multi-sets, RAMOLI [5].

Our tool integrates the inference model considering unbalanced multi-sets
presented in the previous section. We test our proposal to diagnostic autism.

Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder characterized by the alterations
of three principal areas [9]: verbal and nonverbal communication; social interac-
tion; and behavior, interests and activities. Specialists notice that child behaviors
are restricted and stereotyped.

The diagnosis is made by child psychiatrists. They observe the behavior of
a child and ask its parents according to some standard protocols as DSM5 [9].
An evaluation questionnaires exist based on CARS [29]. These questionnaires
help psychiatrists to detect the autism symptoms.

In [30], the authors proposed to deal with autism diagnosis within uniform
multi-sets. They extracted autism symptoms from the decision-making algorithm
of DSM5 [9]. With the help of child psychiatrists of Razi Hospital, they built a
rules base by means of these symptoms.

The predicates used in our tool for autism diagnosis are:

– Nonverbal behaviors
– Ability to develop peer relationships
– Willingness to share
– Social reciprocity
– Emotional reciprocity
– Development of spoken language
– Conversation
– Stereotyped or idiosyncratic language
– Imitative play
– Stereotyped patterns of interest
– Patterns of interest abnormal in intensity
– Patterns of interest abnormal either in focus
– Inflexible or ritual,nonfunctional adherence
– Stereotyped and repetitive motor mannerisms
– Persistent preoccupation with parts of objects
– Social interactions
– Communication
– Stereotyped, restricted or repetitive characters
– Patient
– Reciprocity



– Patterns of interest

The rules base, used in the work of Bel Haj Kacem et al. [30] and the same
as in our tool, includes:

– If Social interactions are mildly impaired and Communication is mildly im-
paired and Stereotyped, restricted or repetitive characters are mildly present
then Patient is mildly autistic

– If Nonverbal behaviors are mildly impaired then Social interactions are
mildly impaired

– If Ability to develop peer relationships is mildly impaired then Social inter-
actions are mildly impaired

– If Willingness to share is mildly impaired then Social interactions are mildly
impaired

– If Reciprocity is mildly impaired then Social interactions are mildly impaired
– If Social reciprocity is mildly impaired then Reciprocity is mildly impaired
– If Emotional reciprocity is mildly impaired then Reciprocity is mildly im-

paired
– If Development of spoken language is mildly impaired then Communication

is mildly impaired
– If Conversation is mildly impaired then Communication is mildly impaired
– If Stereotyped or idiosyncratic language is mildly present then Communica-

tion is mildly impaired
– If Imitative play is mildly impaired then Communication is mildly impaired
– If Patterns of interest are mildly impaired then Stereotyped, restricted or

repetitive characters are mildly present
– If Stereotyped patterns of interest are present then Patterns of interest are

mildly impaired
– If Patterns of interest abnormal in intensity are present then Patterns of

interest are mildly impaired
– If Patterns of interest abnormal either in focus are present then Patterns of

interest are mildly impaired
– If Inflexible or ritual,nonfunctional adherence are present then Stereotyped,

restricted or repetitive characters are mildly present
– If Stereotyped and repetitive motor mannerisms are present then Stereo-

typed, restricted or repetitive characters are mildly present
– If Persistent preoccupation with parts of objects are present then Stereo-

typed, restricted or repetitive characters are mildly present

We present in this section an implementation of our inference engine to di-
agnosis autism within unbalanced set. The multi-set representing the linguistic
variable autistic is unbalanced in the CARS definition but not for the descrip-
tion of child behaviors, i.e. impaied and present. In fact, a note between 1 and 4
with a step of 0.5 is given to each symptom. For this reason, we use the uniform
multi-set L7 (Fig.1) for the linguistic variables impaired and present and the
unbalanced multi-set L4 (Fig.5) for autistic variable.



Table 3. Precision Recall F-measure for Autism Diagnosis tests

Not autistic Autistic
mildly
autistic

moderately
autistic

severely
autistic

Accuracy 0.97 0.97
Precision 0.92 0.67 1 0.35

Recall 1 0.8 0.08 1
F-measure 0.96 0.73 0.15 0.52

36 child with different autism severity degrees are treated by psychiatrist of
Razi Hospital. The given questionary responses are integrated as observed facts
in our knowledge base. Each patient will be described with 15 facts, i.e. the
15th first predicates indicated bellow, corresponding to the autism symptoms.
For our tests, the treated child are:

– 11 not autistic;
– 6 mildly autistic;
– 13 moderately autistic;
– 6 severely autistic.

The inference engine applies rules to the knowledge base to deduce new
knowledge. This process is iterated when a new fact in the knowledge base could
trigger additional rules in the inference engine. This process allows to diagnosis
if the child is autistic or not. It it is the case which is its severity degree.

The results of our tests are presented in the table 3.
We notice that our diagnosis tool gives good result to distinguish between

autistic and not autistic child. In our test, only one child mildly autistic is diag-
nosed as not autistic. However, we obtain wrong diagnosis of autism severity. In
particular moderately autistic child are considered as severely autistic.

6 Conclusion

Our contribution concerns approximate reasoning within unbalanced multi-sets.
We propose to refine the model proposed by Kacem et al. [5–7]. The authors
introduced an approximate reasoning based on GSM in the multi-valued context.
We aim to extend their GMP model to consider unbalanced multi-sets. It allows
inferring with complex strong rules.

We implement a KBS ARUMS that takes into account unbalanced multi-
sets. To illustrate our method for approximate reasoning within unbalanced
multi-sets, we treat the autism diagnosis based on DSM5 and CARS.

As future work, we propose to use our tool with more patient to check the
obtained results. We also aim to ameliorate the identification of autism severity
degree.

Moreover, researchers propose, in the literature, aggregation operators in
multi-valued logic context. Therefore, we aim to elaborate a tool to aggregate
unbalanced terms without transforming them to a uniform multi-set.
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